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life-writing
“all kinds of accounts of individual lives and life experience” (Cuddon)

“language is a transparent medium capable of representing the world; character and 
the self are knowable; the cause-and-effect linearity implied by the chronological plot is 
a reliable way of ordering reality; and the author is a trustworthy narrator who 
understands the relationship between the private self and the public world” (O’Brien)

“we inevitably organize or form fragments of memory into complex constructions that 
become the stories of our lives” (Smith & Watson)

self-narrative = identity (Eakin)



experimental life-writing
Donald J. Winslow (1980)

“[b]reaking new ground, especially in method, by biographers 
and autobiographers”



experimental life-writing
Irene Kacandes (2012)
“employ[s] a technique for the purposes of fact or of 
enhancing, reinforcing or drawing attention to the 
referential level [and] aim[s] to convey some aspect of the 
‘realness’ of certain life experiences that could not be 
conveyed as well without pushing at the form itself”

“[1] time; [2] medium; [3] the relational (the number of 
individuals at the heart of the work); and [4] the focus (the 
specific topic of the work)”



experimental life-writing | time 





experimental life-writing | medium



experimental life-writing | the relational



experimental life-writing | the work’s focus



experiments in life-writing
Julia Novak (2017)
works that “push at the boundaries of existing forms to 
mould them into something that better suits the writer’s 
efforts of representation” 

(1) subject, (2) genre, (3) style, (4) structure, (5) 
intertextuality and metalepsis, (6) play with names and 
pronouns, and (7) media



experiments in life-writing | subject



experiments in life-writing | genre



experiments in life-writing | style



experiments in life-writing | structure



experiments in life-writing | intertextuality and metalepsis



experiments in life-writing | play with names and pronouns



experiments in life-writing | media



Related concepts
anti-biography (David E. Nye)

autobiografiction (Max Saunders)

autofiction (Serge Doubrovsky)

digital biography (Paul Longley Arthur)

metabiography (Caitríona Ní Dhúill)

paramemoir (Irene Kacandes)



blurring the distinction between non-fiction and fiction

anti-narrative disposition

fragmentation

hybridity 

elusiveness and indeterminacy of the auto/biographical 
subject



archive
“archive fever” (Derrida), “archival impulse” (Foster), 
“archival craze” (Giannachi), “archival turn”

“our obsession with the augmentation, documentation, and 
transmission of our own presence” (Giannachi)

self-documentation in apps (activity trackers) and social 
media

not just a structure to understand the past but also a way of 
“mapping the everyday”

personal data arranged in alphabetical, chronological, 
associative order 



database
“a new way to structure our experience of ourselves and 
of the world” + dominant cultural form (Manovich)

“prototypical genre of the twenty-first century” 
(Manoff)

a structured collection of digital data

representation of the world as a list of items with no 
hierarchy and no sequence 

“natural enemy” of the narrative (Manovich)



Alphabetical archives



glossary/encyclopaedia/index



glossary/encyclopaedia/index



glossary/encyclopaedia/index



bibliography





bibliography



Chronological archives



Chronicle





archive as “Capitalist Garbage Bucket”
(Hal Foster 1993)

conceptual/uncreative writing
(Craig Dworkin & Kenneth Goldsmith 2012)



Anthology of posts/social media archive



Other archives



inventory



inventory



catalogue/list





catalogue/list



catalogue/list
—a bar and a jukebox that played Apache at Tally Ho Corner, 
Finchley
—a house at the very back of a garden, 35 avenue Edmond 
Rostand in Villiersle-Bel
—the gaze of the black-and-white cat the moment the needle 
put her to sleep
—the man in pajamas and slippers who wept every afternoon in 
the lobby of the old folks’ home in Pontoise, and asked visitors 
to call his son, holding up a piece of soiled paper on which a 
phone number was written
—the woman of the Bentalha massacre in Algeria in the photo 
by Hocine that resembles a Pietà
—the dazzling sun on the walls of San Michele Cemetery, seen 
from the shade of the Fondamenta Nuove



portfolio







computation



computation



computation



computation



transcript





scrapbook



digital database



digital database



I use the facts of Wittgenstein’s life not to create a portrait with an 
internal consistency but instead to emphasize the external relations of 

his life to the outside world.



digital database



the self
➢ fragmentation
➢ consumer behavior
➢ uniformity vs uniqueness/individuality
➢ data

“the classical, rounded biographical portrait is replaced by new, 
dynamic, and interchangeable fragments”

Katharina Prager and Vanessa Hannesschläger 



aggregation effect

Similar to a Seurat 
painting, where a 
multitude of dots 
juxtaposed together 
form a picture, bits of 
information when 
aggregated paint a 
portrait of a person.



[M]ost of us, to be honest, are just a 
collection of bits that don’t make sense. 
It’s a nice idea that there’s a coherent self 
in each of us with a story that another 
person could tell but it’s a fiction.

Anne Carson



the self
➢ fragmentation
➢ consumer behavior
➢ uniformity vs uniqueness/individuality
➢ data



the self
➢ fragmentation
➢ consumer behavior
➢ uniformity vs uniqueness/individuality
➢ data



the self as a network
“The individual ceases to exist as a unitary object and 
becomes only a series of meeting points, a pattern of 
possibilities, a set of relationships”

(David E. Nye)

“This dissolving of the subject can be represented in 
the form of a network”

(Prager & Hannesschläger)



the self
➢ fragmentation
➢ consumer behavior
➢ uniformity vs uniqueness/individuality
➢ data



For a certain type of person, data is 
the most important thing you can 
trust.

Computers don't lie. People lie.

Once you know the facts, you can live 
by them.

Numbers make problems less 
resonant emotionally but more 
tractable intellectually.



We are a culture drunk on numbers.

Perhaps it’s that as humans we have a collective 
predisposition toward what’s called apophenia, a 
tendency to see patterns in random data. The pattern 
of our data seems to carry an explanatory power, a 
sense that life isn’t random or arbitrary, that, over time, 
the trivial acts of our mundane daily life shape a 
picture of who we are. We see our data bloom into 
patterns like a kind of emergent intelligence, becoming 
a self-generated portrait.

computational self 
We routinely use the computer as a metaphor for 
human thought, even though we know that human 
memory doesn’t work the same way computer memory 
does. We believe that we are knowable through 
objective, data-driven information. 

The computational view of the self doesn’t leave room 
for that which is not reducible to being computed.



Quantitative self-representations can be like 
visualisations of big data, in that they, represent ‘a 
fantasy of knowing, or total knowledge’ (McCosker and 
Wilken 2014). 

Dataism is José van Dijck’s term for the common 
assumption that people and behaviours can be 
adequately represented by quantitative means and ‘big 
data.’ 

Neither data nor photographs are truly ‘pieces of the 
world’ devoid of interpretation. They are representations, 
but ones that we tend to find more authoritative than 
more obviously qualitative representations.

We use the data to adjust the stories we already tell 
ourselves about our lives, and we use our stories about 
our lives to adjust, excuse or understand our data.


